Who should know exec salaries?

A former IRS official says Virginia International Terminal officials should reveal what they get paid.

By Patrick Lynch

WHAT'S NEXT

A head-on collision of Virginia Port Authority v. the Virginia International Terminals (VIT) owners is shaping up as an important test of Virginia’s federal contract law.

By Robert F. Knies.

The Army orders more dumpsters

A high-ranking official promises a comprehensive effort to locate long-lost chemical weapons.

By John Will.

Dumpsites pose to fishermen or the Navy, as the Navy is most interested in discovering where it dumped all its chemical weapons but of conventional ordnance as well. The Army is most interested in discovering where it dumped all its chemical weapons. The Army is most interested in discovering where it dumped all its chemical weapons. However, it may not be as easy to assess the risk such sites present in the same way.

A Navy proposal would provide new living quarters in that section of the city.

To whom this may concern: In the 1980s, the Navy set up 751 apartments for military members in Norfolk’s Ocean View section. The Navy could become the first major residential development in that area since the mid-1980s.

The Army is most interested in discovering where it dumped all its chemical weapons but of conventional ordnance as well. The Army is most interested in discovering where it dumped all its chemical weapons. The Army is most interested in discovering where it dumped all its chemical weapons. The Army is most interested in discovering where it dumped all its chemical weapons.

The records search was prompted by a Daily Press investigation published in October – based on no one else.
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**APARTMENTS** Continued from A1

City would provide land for project

Port Authority report will list information to be provided

Port Authority's chair, John M. Milliken, has agreed with the chairman of the Virginia Interstate Commission that the Port Authority should provide the public with access to 
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